
 

FEEDBACK CODES  
P - PUNCTUATION (use correct punctuation throughout your essay)                                            EX - EXPRESSION (all sentences can be understood clearly by the reader) 
TM - TIME MANAGEMENT (manages time effectively to compose a sustained response)           G - GRAMMAR (use correct grammar throughout your essay) 
SV - SENTENCE VARIETY (use a range of sentence types - simple, compound and complex)    V - VOCABULARY (use a varied and complex vocabulary)  
WC - WORD CHOICE (selecting the best word to convey meaning clearly to your reader)           C - CONCEPT (thoughtful conceptual discussion) 
H - HANDWRITING (handwriting is legible - not too small or sloppy)                                             Q - QUESTION (responding to ideas in question) 
SP - SPELLING (use correct spelling throughout your essay - Australian, not American spelling)  

 PERSUASIVE DISCURSIVE IMAGINATIVE ANALYTICAL 

ST - STRUCTURE (use 
paragraphs correctly, ensure 
paragraphs link cohesively) 
PV - PERSONAL VOICE (use a 
variety of language features to 
create a personal voice) 
TM - TARGETS MIND (use a 
variety of language features to 
make your readers think) 
TH - TARGETS HEART (use a 
variety of language features to 
make your readers feel) 
TI - TARGETS IMAGINATION 
(use a variety of language 
features to make your readers 
imagine) 
RD - RHETORICAL DEVICES 
(effective use of a range of 
rhetorical devices) 

Q - QUESTION (responding to 
ideas in question) 
FL - FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE 
(effective use of figurative 
language) 
RD - RHETORICAL DEVICES 
(effective use of a range of 
rhetorical devices) 
PV - PERSONAL VOICE (use a 
variety of language features to 
create a personal voice) 
EX - EXPRESSION (clear 
expression throughout piece) 
EN - ENGAGING (engaging the 
reader in your argument 
throughout) 
ST - STRUCTURE (use 
paragraphs correctly, ensure 
paragraphs link cohesively) 
E - EVIDENCE (arguments are 
supports with evidence) 

DL - DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE (using 
descriptive words like adjectives, and 
adverbs to develop character or setting)  
I - IMAGERY (effective use of imagery to 
engage senses of the reader) 
M - MOOD (effective creation of mood to 
enhance narrative) 
T - TENSE (narrative tense is consistent 
and used correctly) 
NV - NARRATIVE VOICE (creation of 
engaging and appropriate narrative voice) 
O - ORIGINALITY (in terms of 
plot/characters/setting) 
FL - FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE 
(considered use of figurative language – 
personification, metaphor, simile) 
SE - SETTING (effective description of 
setting) 
CH - CHARACTERISATION (developing 
believable and relevant characterisation) 

E - EVIDENCE (including sufficient detail from your 
text(s) and specific examples) 
ST - STRUCTURE (correct essay structure) 
LS - LINKING SENTENCE (using effective linking 
sentences) 
TS - TOPIC SENTENCE (using effective topic 
sentences)  
CQ - CONTEXTUALISE QUOTES (use a few words to 
locate the quote within the world of the text) 
IP - INTRODUCTION (including an effective introductory 
paragraph) 
CP - CONCLUSION (including an effective concluding 
paragraph)  
AG - ARGUMENT (writing a logical, and sophisticated 
argument) 
SS - SENTENCE STRUCTURE (use the IDEA sentence 
structure) 
I - IDEAS (thoughtful understanding of the ideas 
explored in the text.) 
A - ANALYSIS (including sufficient analysis of 
composer purpose and device effect) 
 

 


